
 

 

 
     
 

 
WEEK 6: MISTAKES 
Scripture: Matthew 26.69-75 
 
This is the last week of our Lent journey! If your group started as a new group for Lent, 
please take a few minutes to see if the group would like to continue on as a group now 
that Lent is over. If you do, we have lots of resources for you, so be sure and let us 
know. You can contact Scott, Amanda or Holly.  
 
As usual, when you plan your group, be sure and set aside enough time to do this 
week’s Spiritual Practice, which will take about 10-15 minutes.  
 
 

KNOWING EACH OTHER 
 

Optional: You may want to use this opening question to get everyone involved and to 
begin thinking about the topic for this week: 
 

Who is one person who has really believed in you? Was it a parent, a teacher, a coach, 
a mentor, or a friend? How did they make an impact on you? 

 
BEGINNING THE DISCUSSION 

 

1. LAST WEEK:  
Is there anything from our time together last week you have a question about? 
Or would you like to share any additional thoughts, insights or experiences 
based on last week’s discussion about how Jesus responded to being falsely 
accused and found guilty of blasphemy?  
 

2. BACKGROUND FOR THE DISCUSSION:  
Jesus tells his disciples they will all fall away. Peter insists he is wrong, to which 
Jesus responds with a prediction, “You will deny me three times tonight.” Peter 
again insists Jesus is wrong. But, as it turns out, Jesus is right and Peter is, 
well, wrong. Peter turns his back on his friend at the moment of his sentencing. 
How does Peter deal with this? And just as important, if not more so, how does 
Jesus deal with this?  
 

3. SCRIPTURE PASSAGE:  
Read Matthew 26:69-75, keeping in mind that Scripture is not just about some 
facts concerning Jesus, but an invitation to join in the experience being 
described in the context of our lives now.  

 
 
 
 



 

 
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 

 
Here are some questions for discussion. The first one is a very general question based 
on the Sunday message. The rest of the questions are very specific to the Scripture 
passages listed here and each question sets up the next question, so you may want to 
discuss each one. In order to have time to cover them all, you may have to limit 
discussion on some of the questions.  

 
1. If you heard the message on Sunday, what stood out to you from the teaching? 

What caught your attention? Any new insights? Questions?  
 

2. In this story, it appears Peter is the only disciple to follow Jesus as Jesus is 
forcibly taken away from the Garden of Gethsemane to appear before Caiaphas, 
the high priest (see Matthew 26:57-58). What does this tell you about Peter?  
 

3. After the “trial”, Peter clearly and vehemently denies Jesus – just as Jesus 
predicted he would. Describe how you think Peter felt after denying Jesus three 
specific times. What do you think he believed about himself after these denials? 
(Matthew 26:69-75).  

 
4. Read John 21:1-17 aloud. (Even though it is a bit long, read all of it – this is the 

punch line for the whole story!) This is the first time Peter encounters Jesus 
since he denied him. How does Peter react? What do you think he is thinking?  

 
5. Jesus asks Peter three times if Peter loves him. John, as the writer of this 

Gospel, tells us that Peter was hurt when Jesus asked the third time. Why do 
you think he was hurt?  

 
6. Summarize how Jesus deals with Peter in spite of the fact that Peter denied 

him. What does Jesus think of Peter now? What do you think Jesus believes 
about Peter? When Jesus tells Peter to “take care of my sheep”, what does that 
tell us about how Jesus sees Peter? 

 
7. Let’s see how this applies to us. Too often we define ourselves based on our 

mistakes or mess-ups. From what you know of Jesus and his grace and love and 
acceptance, do you sense there is a disconnect between how Jesus sees you, 
loves you, accepts you and believes in you–and how you see yourself and believe 
about yourself? What shift would you like to see in your life related to this? 

 
SUMMARY 

 
A few weeks ago we studied Judas. Because he was unable to take in Jesus’ love and 
grace, his betrayal of Jesus is the end of his story. In contrast we have Peter: his denial 
of Jesus is not the end of his story. Peter’s story continues on because he is fully 
restored in his relationship with Jesus, due to the love and grace of Jesus that is 
available to all! 
 

SPIRITUAL PRACTICE – EXAMEN 
 

Use the instructions in the separate document, Lent Week 6 Spiritual Practice – Blessing, 
to lead the group in the spiritual practice for this week.  


